
Q22 Any additional comments
Answered: 131 Skipped: 557

# RESPONSES DATE

1 I'm new at this, so take my "no's" lightly. 4/1/2018 8:28 PM

2 I seems that preference is given to youth fencers when there is a potential conflict between
veteran and non-veteran events, then we hear that veterans do no participate enough. If forced to
choose between veteran events and larger non-vet events I'm often forced to choose the latter, but
feel I am not being given "credit" as a veteran for participating. THis happens at ROC events also
and is disheartening as I would rather not be forced to make such choices

4/1/2018 2:47 PM

3 I'm glad to see the Vet team event back on at Summer Nationals, and not competing with DIAWE,
etc.

3/30/2018 7:31 PM

4 Thank you for doing this. Keep trying! 3/29/2018 6:57 PM

5 Nothing to add. 3/27/2018 12:35 PM

6 Thanks for the survey! As for the Vet Team event question, I think it was a good idea to move it to
the SN event where there is otherwise only one Vet event.

3/27/2018 8:28 AM

7 I would like to see more information about initiatives impacting vet fencers. Would also like to see
Vet40 added to WC competitions.

3/26/2018 10:14 AM

8 shou;d be able to got 15 pts not 10 3/25/2018 10:10 PM

9 It is already expensive to prepare, train for, and attend three Veteran events per season. Adding a
4th competition would place additional financial strain on the less affluent, and those with limited
vacation. It is challenging to take time from work for three events/year and then Vet World
Championships. Adding another competition is likely to dilute the number of fencers attending
each event. I would rather attend fewer events with more fencers present, than more events with
fewer entrants. I am proud to have represented the USA in the 2017 World Vet Championships,
and believe the US fielded its strongest possible team. By having more qualifying events per year
raises the financial bar for competitors, tilting the balance in favor of qualifying the more affluent
fencers, rather than the most skilled.

3/25/2018 8:22 AM

10 The USFA should consider supporting regional Veterans events similar to the ROCs 3/25/2018 6:31 AM

11 award points for competing in international events 3/24/2018 11:49 PM

12 More Vet events w junior div1 so I can attend W my competing son 3/24/2018 7:53 AM

13 The thing that has most prevented me from fencing at vet events is the cost of registration, the
event, and attending. It is prohibitive for a weekend.

3/23/2018 4:31 PM

14 No 3/23/2018 3:21 PM

15 Wish to compete, in my 60 cat. 3/23/2018 6:22 AM

16 Team events should be at summer nationals like we are doing this year. At NACs/SN the
combined event and team event should always be after age event.

3/22/2018 9:01 PM

17 I'm not sure about training with Senior Team members. 3/22/2018 8:05 PM

18 At Nationals there should not be a promotion of only 80% 3/22/2018 7:07 PM

19 Would love to see more opportunities for improving my fencing in conjunction with the NACs, for
example vet-specific training camp or coaching opportunities.

3/22/2018 5:47 PM

20 A rule that incentivizes former Olympians to compete on the veteran teams would be welcome. If I
thought I could bout or relay against a former Olympian, win or lose, I'd talk about it the next day
around the water cooler about how I did.

3/22/2018 1:12 PM

21 Urging the development and acceptance of the 80+ veteran age category. 3/22/2018 9:25 AM

22 Keep the 10-touch bouts. 3/22/2018 7:50 AM
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23 Thank you for the opportunity 3/22/2018 1:33 AM

24 Having a VET NAC in December, 5-6 weeks after worlds is ridiculous. The first VET NAC should
be in Jan or Feb. Worlds is expensive. We have to register for the NAC before we leave for Europe
adding more cost. Many of us are "burned out" after returning from Worlds and are not ready to
fence in 4 weeks.

3/21/2018 10:55 PM

25 There are so few vet fencers in my division that I basically get no training with other vets, nor the
chance of forming a team. I wish there were something that could be done, such as a
clearinghouse for teams forming. The main reason I oppose a total age requirement is that this
would make it impossible to field a team, as opposed to just very difficult.

3/21/2018 10:05 PM

26 As we age, we can fence and we love to fence. 3/21/2018 9:52 PM

27 No additional comments at this time. 3/21/2018 8:58 PM

28 Do not always start VET events at 8AM. How about 11AM. Better more consistent refereeing for
VET events. So bad in Portland its hardly worth going.

3/21/2018 7:46 PM

29 Thank you for soliciting the input of vet fencers and trying to improve our current system. I had
stopped fencing in my 30s and have recently re-entered competitions for the fun of vet 40s, have
you considered a vet 30 category?

3/21/2018 7:45 PM

30 My goal has always been to be competing in the Veterans Level at age 50 yo. Now 56 yo and in
Nashville I find few opportunities for Veteran Sabre Fencers in Tennessee and no Veterans
Tourneys near by.

3/21/2018 6:25 PM

31 Spread the NACs evenly between the east and west coasts 3/21/2018 5:30 PM

32 The fees are getting ridiculously expensive. I would participate in more events if it weren’t so
expensive. I think there should be a discount for fencing multiple events. Like a base fee for one
event and a lower fee for the second event, etc.

3/21/2018 4:46 PM

33 By Veteran - I have assumed you meant military vet. 3/21/2018 4:15 PM

34 The team events are truly the most fun events. The present format is truly exciting and leaves
open the possibility of scoring a lot of points for your team if they fall behind. It is really fun

3/21/2018 4:11 PM

35 bring back sectionals 3/21/2018 4:06 PM

36 Thank you for requesting comments from all of us ! 3/21/2018 4:03 PM

37 I love fencing and enjoyed it in the USA, but am finding my experience in Europe more rewarding.
There is a lot more opportunity at lower cost. To go to a nac is prohibitively expensive just for the
entry fees, before adding travel and housing costs. For the same money, I can attend multiple vet
competitions in Europe in different countries with more entrants at a level of competition. I
probably won't compete in the states again unless it's to earn points for a world team. Note that
even roc fees are too high given the low vet attendance.

3/21/2018 3:43 PM

38 Consider a vet 40 world’s cup event 3/21/2018 2:25 PM

39 I like the idea of a veteran team event with a minimum cumulative age, but in practice, it would be
difficult to get many women's teams that meet this criterion. Also, I like fencing with club-mates at a
team event, and it would be virtually impossible to form eligible teams from a given club that meet
the minimum cumulative age requirement. I would favor adding an additional vet team event with
this format (minimum cumulative age).

3/21/2018 2:11 PM

40 Find ways to encourage newer Veteran fencers to join the ranks at NACs, Find ways to put
together team events with fencers from different areas.

3/21/2018 1:00 PM

41 Would like to have training opportunities with national coaches that are just for Vets! Many vets do
not have coaches and clinics are all geared toward kids.

3/21/2018 12:38 PM

42 The current competition schedule, with the gap between the World Championships and the first
qualifier for the next season being so short, and the biggest break between competitions being
between the first and second qualifiers, is very silly, and make for a bizarre training schedule.

3/21/2018 12:17 PM

43 Would be nice to have regional Vet events. There are few Vet events locally. 3/21/2018 11:43 AM

44 Watch those skip patterns in making your survey! 3/21/2018 11:30 AM

45 If a VET NAC is close by I will fence in it. Otherwise I prefer to have a D2, D3 with it. More
competitors is in event helps too.

3/21/2018 10:50 AM
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46 Not sure about adding another event. Time and expense would be a deterrent. The three events
now are well spaced through the year. They are the highlights of my competition cycle, but I’m not
sure if I could squeeze in another one.

3/21/2018 9:56 AM

47 A fourth veterans' NAC is just one more expense. I am not just not interested, I am strongly
opposed to adding a fourth veterans' NAC.

3/21/2018 8:53 AM

48 I am currently focused on helping newer fencers at my club and have no set plans to restart
competing for myself.

3/21/2018 8:39 AM

49 I didn’t answer question 21 because the options were all yes or no. I’m not sure, as we may have a
club member that has, or might in the future, I just don’t see him that often to know their specific
participation in competitions.

3/21/2018 8:17 AM

50 I really hope USFA could be more transparent with NAC planning/scheduling. For example, it'll be
good to post all locations, day schedule AND check-in time earlier. Ideally, it should be done when
registration open. Alternately, we could push the deadline up, so you could get a sense on the size
of the field and properly staff the tournament earlier and post the day schedule earlier. I feel that a
lot of people are either shied away from attending or upset about it because they couldn't purchase
more favorably priced airfares due to day schedule posting less than 4 weeks prior to the start of
the events. Also, in terms of location selections/bid process, why not do a generic survey on
member's preferences on locations? All you have to do is to list all the cities and have all members
rank their preferences from 1 to 10. You should use a weighted score as part of your awarding
criteria. I think it'll become clear which cities/convention centers to rotate through going forward. In
terms of dates, is there a reason you don't always leverage long weekends? Columbus day and
MLK day are 2 examples I can think of which you could and should use EVERY YEAR. This is an
expensive sport already and many of us just can't take that many vacation days to fence (and
recover). By landing on long weekends (Columbus, Veterans, MLK, Presidents', Independence),
this would give us flexibility in 5 out of 8 NACs. Some fencers may not get those days off, but
many do! Also, why not move one of the NACs (e.g. December or January) to Labor day? This
could help lowering risk of flight cancelations, and make it 6 out of 8 NACs landing on long
weekends. I don't know about your cost structure, but you could also consider spreading out NACs
to 9 and make some of them 3 days instead of 4. Last but not least, if you wanted more Vet
participation, you should work the schedule and convenience around Youth/Cadet/Junior. Many of
us do this because our kids do it and a level of convenience for our kids events would increase
participation rate.

3/21/2018 7:17 AM

51 Put the Open Veteran event back to Summer Nationals. Gives people more fencing than just one
event if not qualified for Div. events.

3/21/2018 6:54 AM

52 There are no fencers in my age (52) group at my club. I would welcome & encourage more female
veterans to fence and would be thrilled to meet more veterans. There are only 2 places to fence in
Austin, I would absolutely participate if there were training camps/weekends for veterans.

3/21/2018 6:16 AM

53 I hope the data from the survey gets put to good use. Thanks Bill! 3/21/2018 6:13 AM

54 Just add and improve all events for everyone. 3/21/2018 5:39 AM

55 Thanks for helping the Vets game get better! 3/21/2018 3:41 AM

56 I introduced a lady of 40-something to fencing with her kids. Her daughter still fences epee. She is
currently ranked 2nd in Pan-America and (twice) 8th in the Vet-50 Womens' Foil World Cup

3/21/2018 12:04 AM

57 None 3/20/2018 11:11 PM

58 Thanks for asking. 3/20/2018 11:05 PM

59 I'm new at this 3/20/2018 10:56 PM

60 If team events are included please allow a mix of clubs as often there are not enough old dudes at
small clubs to form a team without inviting friends from the neighborhood.

3/20/2018 9:43 PM

61 Establish a fixed maximum number of Vets teams. First come, first served. But let additional
teams, at double fees, enter up to day before until field is filled.

3/20/2018 9:40 PM

62 I appreciate having a NAC within driving distance of NYC. It might be financially burdensome to
make people have to do 3 or 4 NACs to qualify for the national teams. Add a NAC, but keep point
qualifying the same.

3/20/2018 9:15 PM
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63 The last time I went to a NAC was in 1998, because it was a 2 hour drive away and I could get
there and back easily with minimal time and expense. Now it seems every event requires a 5+
hour flight and 3-5 day stay somewhere - there hasn't been a national event convenient to me in
years. I'd like to see more USFA organized regional or state-based events that may be smaller in
size but more readily accessible to people who can't commit the time and/or money needed to get
to nationals/NACs.

3/20/2018 9:06 PM

64 I would like to fence more, but that will probably have to wait until I retire. 3/20/2018 9:02 PM

65 Thank you! 3/20/2018 8:49 PM

66 The only reason I haven't attended any vet NACs in prior years (#14-15) is because this was my
first eligible season and then was injured. ALSO - speaking as someone who began fencing in my
20s, I would LOVE to see a 30-plus category, or a post-undergrad category or something. It sucks
that the ONLY competitive option is being thrown in with 13-yos when you're 37 or whatever. I
enjoy the senior events and will continue fencing them, but it gets pretty annoying when you feel
like you can never actually have a real shot at winning just on a physical level.

3/20/2018 8:33 PM

67 I hope to be well enough to compete once more in the future. I miss saber most of all. 3/20/2018 8:24 PM

68 It costs me about $1000 to go to a NAC. This is a big expense compared to local tournaments. As
I understand, competing on the Vets team means you have to be able to fund yourself. That gets
expensive in a hurry.

3/20/2018 8:15 PM

69 Selection for team competition at Veteran's World Championships should be based on points
gained at NACs, not on results at World Championships.

3/20/2018 7:38 PM

70 Team event combine of 150 Year’s old , that will encourage more older fencers to compete . 3/20/2018 7:13 PM

71 Veteran fencing is awesome. It can open up a whole new world of friends/challenges/etc. I do wish
the cost was not so high as we have several women veteran fencers who could not compete
because of the cost. Vet team fencing would be wonderful. Too bad we can't mix men/women
teams in Vets. Just an idea :)

3/20/2018 7:10 PM

72 I’m unhappy with the way the events are scheduled. I fence 2 weapons and I cannot fence my
weapons because they are always scheduled at the same hour and day.

3/20/2018 7:06 PM

73 None 3/20/2018 6:42 PM

74 Thanks for the survey. My compliments to Bill Walker. At Worlds, 70s are required, so it would be
very helpful to be able to be on teams before such an event. It also helps the U.S. team, like last
year.

3/20/2018 6:06 PM

75 I just started competing in 2017 and have fenced in six tournaments. None were veteran events-
all were mixed, men, women, all ages.

3/20/2018 6:03 PM

76 :-) 3/20/2018 5:57 PM

77 I may not be interested in competitions but I fully recognize the pleasure and importance of it to
those who do compete and can afford to do it.

3/20/2018 5:50 PM

78 Nope 3/20/2018 5:30 PM

79 I would suggest to support the local divisions to organize veteran events so that stepping up to
national events would be smaller

3/20/2018 5:22 PM

80 Can you tell, "I love this Sport"!!!!!! 3/20/2018 4:57 PM

81 I wish that there were enough people to have age and ability categories. I'm new to fencing age 59
, live in NYC where everyone is so far above my ability and there are so few DIV III saber events, It
seems impossible that I'll ever get a rating and not have to fence the top fencer in my first DE

3/20/2018 4:53 PM

82 It would be a disaster to add a 4th NAC to qualify for world championships because of enormous
expense involved in attending 3 or 4 NACs. Participation at the Veterans NACS would decline. I
would continue fencing but do only local tournaments

3/20/2018 4:38 PM

83 Spread the veteran tournaments out geographically so more of us can afford to compete! 3/20/2018 4:13 PM

84 Thanks for offering this survey, I appreciate the opportunity to give feedback. 3/20/2018 3:43 PM

85 There are very few Veterans' events in my area for me to gain the experience I need to attain a
higher level.

3/20/2018 3:40 PM
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86 I have been MIA from these events for years as I have not enjoyed them for years. If they are in
town, I will stop by and say hi, but past experiences stop me from ever participating again. The
lack of sportsmanship is truly appalling which is sort of sad for people who should know better. I
have better things to do.

3/20/2018 3:29 PM

87 The Veterans Combined Age event should be held before the Veterans Age Group event at NACs 3/20/2018 3:19 PM

88 Thank you for taking the time to write the survey. I look forward to reading the results. 3/20/2018 3:19 PM

89 The current system of National tournaments gives Vets the ability to actually utilize proper
periodization and training. We get to focus on 3 major competitions each year, which is enough to
keep things interesting. Any more and it becomes more difficult to properly plan the appropriate
training cycles, because the mesocycles become too short, and there wouldn't be enough of a rest
time between Summer Nationals and when we have to start training again for the December NAC
(To say nothing of the demands faced by people fencing at Vet Worlds). We're not like the Juniors
and Cadets who have the physical capacity to train all year long. Treat us like adults, not kids.

3/20/2018 3:12 PM

90 Thank you for helping to support vet events. Perhaps promotional campaigns to get older people
interested in the sport and also to showcase fencing would be great!

3/20/2018 3:11 PM

91 Making NACs closed to C, D, and E fencers was a really terrible idea, and bad for the USFA's
image.

3/20/2018 3:04 PM

92 none 3/20/2018 2:57 PM

93 Thanks for Veterans Fencing. It keeps me young! 3/20/2018 2:55 PM

94 Before an additional qualifier is added, the cost of attending these along with going to the worlds
should be taken into consideration especially since many of us are retired. On this basis alone I
would not be in favor of adding a fourth event. Also a fourth event would largely eliminate any
training down time which is necessary to avoid burnout.

3/20/2018 2:52 PM

95 I have experienced a vast variation in the quality of refs assigned to vet events at national events.
It was not so much an issue in non-points events...irritating, but not catastrophic. However to have
less that top-notch refs for points events (age-specific vet events where I am trying to make the
team) is absolutely reprehensible! Between flights, hotel, entry fees and food, it cost me in excess
of $1400 to participate in the Portland NAC this past December. Our ref was so bad he was
removed from officiating the balance of the v60 sabre event. However, the harm from his
incompetence totally scewed the seeding after the pools and scewed the tableau. This is
inexcusable, and complete disservice to all those vet fencers who scrimp and save to be able to
compete at the national level!

3/20/2018 2:51 PM

96 USFA should do much more to encourage older people to continue - or to begin - fencing. 3/20/2018 2:36 PM

97 I have met both current and former Olympians. Some are now vet fencers, and some are still on
the Senior Team. This is a very small sport.

3/20/2018 2:30 PM

98 I also suggest that there be more adult-only competitions, namely 23 and up, to encourage the
continuation of fencing after college and to provide for more depth in the membership.

3/20/2018 2:26 PM

99 Not interested in meeting w or training w senior team. 3/20/2018 2:20 PM

100 What about vet. 80s? 3/20/2018 2:09 PM

101 N/A 3/20/2018 1:49 PM

102 It would be nice if people over the age of 65 could get a discount on the cost to attending NACs
and Summer Nationals. Living on social security I can only attend a national event once ever 2
years or more.

3/20/2018 1:48 PM

103 To generate more VET membership, USFA should consider offering a VET discounted life
membership fee. Other sport provides that opportunity (USPSA). Please contact me if you have
any questions at: tpjdo@msn.com

3/20/2018 1:48 PM

104 Since there seems to be no way to compete in the VWC, I will only compete in NAC events closer
to home (east coast). They are very expensive.

3/20/2018 1:31 PM

105 The NACs are a wonderful experience. 3/20/2018 1:30 PM

106 survey wonkey on questions that don't apply 3/20/2018 1:26 PM

107 Please, please let veterans fence 15- touch direct bouts 3/20/2018 1:24 PM
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108 More is better. Would like to see repechage format since only 10 touch bouts. 3/20/2018 1:22 PM

109 I very much enjoy the opportunity to compete at such a high level with people my age. However,
combined w/ the local club dues and coaching fees, this can be very expensive and I put off
competing at this level for many years while I became a better fencer in order to get more value for
the money spent.

3/20/2018 1:20 PM

110 I qualify for Division IA regularly, and I have a B'17, so I cannot compete in Division II or III and find
no value in competing in Division IA or Division I at NACs or National Championships. I think the
rating system is broken and would like to see ratings lapse more quickly. I would also like to see a
stronger referee development program, because currently we still seem to be trying to discourage
young referees from continuing.

3/20/2018 1:16 PM

111 Having competitively fenced successfully for many years, reentering the competitive field is of little
interest.

3/20/2018 1:09 PM

112 Keep up the good work Super fun 3/20/2018 12:52 PM

113 It would be great if there were more Veteran offerings at ROC tournaments 3/20/2018 12:47 PM

114 I have never been a member of any organization that is less respected by its members. Amazing
how USA Fencing can engender such feelings year after year.

3/20/2018 12:44 PM

115 good survey! 3/20/2018 12:40 PM

116 As an MD and a gerontologist, keep promoting Veteran fencing!! It is a great path to successful
aging. I love the concept of Vet80.

3/20/2018 12:24 PM

117 i'm at the fencers club in nyc- we have world champs and olympians. i'm pretty good and very
peppy and limber- but i tend not to ask them to fence with me since they're always preparing for
something and i don't believe our differences in fencing would be helpful. we know each other and
they would fence me as a courtesy, however. but i also have rising high schoolers , college kids,
and international folks visiting to practice with.. so things are good : ) thank you for this survey! it's
appreciated! joanne stevens- former wf60 until this year

3/20/2018 12:21 PM

118 Thanks for everything. 3/20/2018 12:18 PM

119 It would be great to have better communications between the USFA and the Vets. Specifically
dates and schedules for Pan Ams and Worlds. It would also be great if we could have a Vet World
event like the Grand Pre in the US and be notified if there are any Vet competitions outside the
US, maybe in Europe. It would be great if we could have as much success on the Vet circuit as we
do on the Senior fencing world circuit!

3/20/2018 12:16 PM

120 Regarding question 21- many years ago I was one of them. 3/20/2018 12:09 PM

121 Lobby FIE to have more competitors at the Vet World Championships - there are only 35 - 40
competitors which is a small tournament.

3/20/2018 12:07 PM

122 I am strongly opposed to a 4th qualifying event because of time & travel commitments as well as
financial strain.

3/20/2018 12:02 PM

123 You are aiming too high. If you want to get larger turnouts and better fencing at Veteran events,
you need to stimulate local level Veteran events. Without local events to train for, competition
becomes a 2 or 3 times a year enterprise. It's easy to let that slip. I may have to miss one due to
injury or other emergency and then I 'fall off the wagon' and perhaps retire. If there's a Veteran
event I can go locally (ie cheaply) every two months, I have intermediate goals on my road map to
a NAC or Summer Nationals.

3/20/2018 11:57 AM

124 There is a need for additional qualifying paths for Vet Nationals. Currently the only paths are
competing in a Vet NAC or the Divisional 2/3 qualifier. Since the D2/3 event entrants are nearly all
Junior/Youth fencers, this creates a bad situation for a Vet who for whatever reason did not
compete in that weapon at a Vet NAC. So far the regional Vet events have been poorly scheduled
and relatively rare. I would recommend a separate Vet event at the Divisional level (with some
wiggle room to allow more than one Division to create a combined event.

3/20/2018 11:52 AM

125 I would like to see the Veteran DE format change to a 15-touch bout in saber, rather than 10. 3/20/2018 11:50 AM

126 After taking a beginning foil class at Syracuse I took a 37 year break. Now as I look forward to
retirement I hope to keep fencing and enjoying it. I also rock climb (I never took a break from that)
Scuba Dive (former commercial diver) and fly fish. I can hardly wait for the April NAC. It is good
sport.

3/20/2018 11:47 AM
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127 Good survey. While I haven't competed in div1/Div1a events at a NAC yet, if they occur after the
Vet events I probably would.

3/20/2018 11:47 AM

128 Weapons check lines are too long. 3/20/2018 11:41 AM

129 I understand that the logistics of a NAC are complex, but the separation of the Vet combined event
from the Vet age groups by at least 36 hours is greatly appreciated.

3/20/2018 11:37 AM

130 Please always schedule open vet event after age group vet events. Thanks. 3/20/2018 11:32 AM

131 events are too expensive for average fencer 3/20/2018 11:17 AM
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